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Abstract
Fast detectors with fine spatial resolution will
be needed co exploit high event rates ae ISABELLE.
Scintillating optical fibers for fine grained hodoscopes have been developed by the authors. A cosswrcial manufacturer of optical fibers has drawn and clad
?VT icintillator. Detection efficiencies greater than
99* have been achieved for a 1 aa fiber with a PMI over
lengths up co 60 cm. Snail diameter ?MT's and avalanche photodiodes have been tested with the fibers.
Further iaprovsaents arc sought for the fiber and for
the AFO's sensitivity and coupling efficiency with the
fiber.

A section of a hodoscope constructed from scintillating fibers is illustrated in Figure 1 as a bilaycr
of fibers imbedded in a protective isolating matrix.
The canters of the fibers are offset by one radius from
one layer to the aext to assure that there are no cracks
through which a particle sight pass without penetrating
enough scintillacor.
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Introduction
During the late 1930'J at the proton-proton collider, ISABELLE, fine grained scintillating particle
detectors will be needed to extract rare events for the
study of aew particles associated with the internal
constituents of the proton. Up to ten million interactions per second are expected vith an average of 20
charged secondaries going mostly forward where up to
2 x 10**12 particles per second per sceradian arc expected. 3etween 100 ailliradians and 45 degrees, 30
Mhz per stsradian is expected *nd between 45 and 90
degrees, ; Mhz per steradian is expected.
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Counting race and space resolution of particle
aecactors influence the gross size of aultiparticle
spectrometers for proton colliders. Fine resolution
allows short orbics and high rate capability peraies
cracking to start clcse to the origin. The volume and
total cost of a spectrometer increase as the cube of
its linear dimension. Track chambers and fine grained
>.odoscopes should facilitate efficient use of chese
costly volants. High race particle detectors can be
sade fran new scintillating optical fibers and small
Early acteapts" to prortvicn long bare scinciilaci=g filaments of one am diameter yielded saxiaum useful lengths of about li ca, presumably due to optical
iaperfactions at the bare surface.- During the li'8
Z3A2ZLLE Summer Study-3 an effort was begun -O achieve
i :ine grained scintillating hodoscopc. The experience and expertise of the fiber optics industry was
applied to drawing and cladding of scintillating fibers.
A :ib*r is drawn from a polished preform or ?VT scintiliator and i3 coatid with a cladding of lower refractive index. 3are fibers capture aore of the scintillation light but they acquire attenuating surface defects
through handling and exposure. Clad fibers can fit into 3aall spaces without extra aaterial for their protection.
The geometrical optics of a scintillating fiber
are iliustraced in Figure 1. A photoaettctor is placed
it one end sf the fiber. A desirable candidate :'or
photodecector is the avalanche photodiodt (A?D) which
has :he advantages of small size and insensieivicy to
aagnecic fields. It has a quantum efficiency about
fcur times that of a PMT, but the probability thac a
photoeltctron will initiate a decectasle signal is
correspondingly lower. Thus the APD's and PMT's have
comparable sensifivicies.
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2mm SCINTILLATING FIBER
HOOOSCOPE BI LAYER
Figure la. Scintillating optical fiber, principle of
operation; b) 3ilayer of fibers, encapsulated in isolating aatrix.
I.

Properties of Scintillating Fibers

The fibers have been drawn by the Galileo Electrooptics Corporation fron preforas purchased from N'uciear
Enterprises. The drawing and evaluation of fibers have
been reported. 4 - 3 - 5
Fibers have been drawn from three ?VT scintillators, ;IE1C2, :rE110. and NE161. Cladding materials have
been sillconc, glass resin and several ioraulations of
uv cured acrylic. Our evaluations are illustrated in
Figure 2 as attenuation curves for equivalent 1 am fibers. The rapid attenuation of unclad fiber is demonstrated. The longest attenuation lengths arc obtained
with ME161 coated with silicon* or glass resin. The
shaded region represents a range of performance of siliconc clad NE161 or glass resin clad Nil61. The silicone clad fiber performed closer to the top of this
range than the fiber clad with glass resin. The new
fibers and the available photodetectors allow as to
construct hodoscopes of 1 a fibers that are 50 ca long.
Two am diameter fibers can b* used to build hodoscopes
whose elements are 75 ca lsr.a.
'J« have characterized the quality of the cladding
bv an attenuation length, I, where
l/l - 1/b - 1/r ; r - D/*n(p>
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The cose of the Mailer APS i s comparable to the
PMT and ir. is Insensitive to oagnetic fields. Cost reducing methods of production are more likely for APD's
and the economies of scale have yet to be achieved.
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PXT is an order of B*(nlcudc larger than the fiber.
Mew cose reducing ^«^hods of production are unlikely,
but the economies of scale in production can cut costs.
Of course conventional PXT's arc sensitive to magnetic
fields. Jtaltitaod* PMT's based an aicrochennel plate
amplifiers are more tolerant of magnetic f i e l d s , but
they have only half che needed quantum efficiency. The
POT option for individual fibers requires low aagnetic
fields aad adequate space for the tubes.
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"igure 2. Attenuation curves for various fibers.
Shaded region represents band within which aany samples of silicon* or glass resin coaced NE161 fibers
f e l l . In general, the silicon* clad fibers perform*!
near the Cop of the band, while che glass resin fibers
•-•ere in the bottom.

The most sensitive APD's are constructed in the
reech-through geometry. Only 3CA aarkets sensitive
reach through APD's (RAPD's) with areas comparable to
the cross-section of the fibers. These SAPD's operate
in the linMr mode below the breakdown voltage and in
the saturated (Celser) aode above the breakdown voltage.
In the aore sensitive saturated aode the SAPD aust be
cooled to near -70 degrees Centigrade. Here an electron
has about a 20 percent probability of causing a d i s charge, when the bias is just beyond breakdown. This
probability i s an Increasing function of the overvoltage
so the probability for discharge depends on both voltage
and the number of photons in the optical signal. Unfortunately afterpulsing Introduces a dark counting rate
that increases with overvoltage and true counting rate.
An optimum overvoltage balances sensitivity with dark
counting rate.
The Gelger operation of the RAPD is a new technology in which we arc cooperating with RCA who is under
contract to laprove the sensitivity of the RAPD and to
package the RAPD so aost of the photons from a s c i n t i l lating fiber can be captured.
Optically Sncoded Readout

where 3 is the diameter of the fiber, and p is the probability that a photon survives a reflection at the core:laddir.g surface. The results ia Figure 2 are consistant with:
: « ->00 ca, the bulk attenuation length fran >!E
113 sa for
1": ca -or
Some cladding aateriais are aore tolerant of hsndlir.g. The aost fragile cladding, sllicone, is soft,
tacky, and in r.eed sf a protective outer coating. The
-arc, sxooch glass resin is rather bristle. Sooetines
-ieces si it flake off the fiber. For this reason we
-jvi aopiiec a buffer coating of uv acrylic to the
class-resin t3 laprove i t s durability. The result :1s a
curable fiber whose perforaance is only sightly inferl:r -.o the :esc perforaer, but whose resistance to daasri iy handling is significantly :he best (Figure ; e ) .
The fibers acquire the curvature of the take-up
STCOI for :he craving and cladding operation. The f i bers =ust be cut, straightened, and encapsulated to aake
a -cdoscope. A polygon shaped take-up spool or a netted
-i :uttir.g the fibers on line will be tried. This problea is zatt 3erious for larger disoecer fibers.
II.

Readout Potions

Individual Fiber Readout
The photodetector's cost dominates the cost of a
hodo scope.
Small ?MT's which have outer diameters ot* 15 am
have been coupled to indivi-' .al fibers. At best the

Under aost circumstances, the high event rates and
large multiplicities for which the fiber hodo scope is
being developed would preclude any aultiplexing scha&es
to reduce the number of readout channels. However for
specific applications of low multiplicity i t aight be
possible to effect considerable economics in readout
electronics by the use of optical encoding.
Consider one of two layers of the hodo scope which
contains n elements. Let r be the square root ax n. At
the upper end, the fibers are grouped in r bundles, each
consisting of r adjacent fibers. A: the lower ends the
fibers are grouped in r bundles, but the groupings are
such that Che first bundle consists of the f i r s t fiber
of each bundle at the upper end, the second lower bundle
consists of the second fiber af each bundle at the upper
end and 30 on. Thus a single fiber could be specified
by a signal iron one bundle at each end of the '..odoscopc.
The nuaber of readout channels has been reduced from n
to twice r, the square root of n. Of course if sore
than on* fiber is hit, the encoding is ambiguous. The
level of ambiguity can be drastically reduced, by aaking
use of the second layer of the hodoscope and by arranging the bundles In groupings which are distinct from
those already used. An example of such
an encoding
schase has been described elsewhere. 4
Conclusions
He have developed a scintillating fiber for fine
grained hodo scopes. The best results have been obtained
with cores of ME161 and claddings of siliccne. but chlj
ca; bination is too fragile and subject to deterioration
with handling. We arc seeking a buffer coat, to protect
the silicons cladding, it well as other aore durable
cladding aattrials.

The preferred photodeccctor for single fibers is
the RAPD. Efforts to iaprova i t s sensitivity and coupling to « fiber are being aade. One aa fibers for SO
cm hodo scopes and two on fibers for 75 en hodoscopes
have been developed. We have begun to construcc hodoscopes.
This research -Jes supported by the U.S. Deparesenc
of Energy under contracts No. DE-AC02-7 KHC0016 and
DE-AC02-31SR40035.
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